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Friday 17 May 2019 

NEWSLETTER 

This week has been a great example of how the school is a wonderful community, in fact a family!   

It was fantastic to welcome the grandparents of our Reception class to a tea this afternoon, and for them to 
get the chance to see the children perform a couple of delightful poems and songs.  It was an intriguing game 
trying to match some of the grandparents to their pictures on the wall, drawn by the Reception class!   

Mrs Jandu and Mrs Trier organised the Love of Languages Coffee Morning on Thursday, with the aim to get 
some of the parents together to meet new people and form new friendships.  We have a wonderfully diverse 
school community, with many different nationalities represented and languages spoken.  Even in recent days 
we have had children join the school from overseas and I have been encouraged to see how they have settled 
here, greatly helped by other children looking out for them and befriending them.  It would be lovely to 
organise an ‘International Day’ one day next year – ideas are bubbling on this one! 

Thank you to everyone who has been into school this week and supported the various events.  The place 
wouldn’t be the same without you.  It is a pleasure to have you all as part of our school family! 

Have a lovely weekend. 

 

Jon Akhurst 

Head 
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NURSERY 

Monday was art day and all the children had a chance to listen to some music and take part in ‘mood painting’. 

Happy music inspired the children to use bright, cheerful colours with great swooping movements with the 

paints and brushes. ‘Stormy music’ created darker paintings with more blacks and zig zag patterns. The children 

found  painting to music to be a great way of expressing  how the music was making them feel and it led to lots 

of discussion about their thoughts and emotions. 

Summer flowers was the theme for some artwork which you can see displayed in the front hall. Nursery children 

tried out ‘Hapa Zome’ which required brightly colour flowers to be placed between pieces of cloth and pounded 

with stones! As you can imagine it was quite a noisy activity but greatly enjoyed and the children were amazed 

how the colours of the flowers transferred to the material leaving behind some beautiful patterns. 

 

The  Nursery Team 
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RECEPTION 

What a busy week!  The children have had a fantastic time, continuing to explore the Superhero topic through 
story-writing and role play.  Frank enjoyed navigating his way up the climbing wall like Spiderman and Jeevan 
drew a fantastic car that could be used for a superhero.  The children also explored various ways of being 
creative when painting and listening to music.  “This music sounds calm to me” Benji.  “Wow!  Look at the 
colours I made!”  Isaac.  As part of our collaborative art piece, the children learnt about the famous street artist, 
Banksy.  It was fascinating to create our own flower stencils and spray-paint over this to see the print left on the 
card.  “Wow!  I love that!”  Harley.   

On Friday, the children received some very special visitors at school.  Our Grandparents Tea party was a huge 
success.  The children sang beautifully and recited two poems, our favourite being one about grandpas who are 
“young and unrushed” just like us!  We would like to thank our wonderful grandparents for joining and 
celebrating with us. 

 

The Reception Team 
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YEAR 1 YEAR 1 

Another week of growing in Year 1! We have planted our beans into pots with soil as some of them have grown 

such big shoots.  Lots of discussion took place about which of ours will grow the tallest as this week we were 

looking at measuring length and height.  Cubes, paperclips and pencils, were some of the non-standard units of 

measure that we used to compare the length of our beanstalks. 

On Monday we had a fabulous day of art and had the opportunity to study the work of Georgia O’Keeffe. The 

colourful flowers she painted were big, bold and vibrant.  We tried to make ours the same by looking closely at 

them under a magnifying glass whilst listening to Spring by Vivaldi.  The relaxing music enabled us to explore our 

creativity.  Later, we used oil pastels, water colour paint and coloured pencils to create beautiful,  striking Spring 

pictures.   

In English this week, we have been reading non-fiction books about plants and building on our knowledge of 

what plants need to grow.  We decided to write our own books about plants and have organised them into 

chapters.  The first chapter is called Wild Flowers.  We have been looking closely at the features of non-fiction 

books that we have in our class library. 

Year One were very excited about celebrating languages and culture on Thursday.  Chapatti, also known as roti, 

safati, shabaati, phulka and roshi, is an unleavened flatbread originating from the Indian subcontinent and staple 

in India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, East Africa and the Caribbean.  The children thoroughly enjoyed 

learning how to make Chapatti’s. First we mixed some sunflower oil to wholemeal flour.  Then we stirred in some 

warm water.  Finally, we mixed the three ingredients together and kneaded it to make some soft dough.  Our 

next task was to attempt to roll perfect round chapattis.   

Henry: “Rolling the chapattis is good exercise!” 

Calum: “I love rolling, but this is not the type of rolling pin I use at home!” 

Lucas: “I think the chapattis will taste yummy because they look soft.” 

Mrs Sheth cooked the chapattis at home and the next day Year One enjoyed eating them for breakfast.  There 

were also a few left for the parents coffee morning. 

 

The Year 1 Team 
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YEAR 2 

What a wonderful  week!  

This week Year Two have: met fire fighters, painted beautiful lilies for art day, made and painted moon tiles, 
baked delicious goodies, attended a maths challenge, learnt about capacity, made space potions and made 
PowerPoint presentations. We've learnt a lot this week and made the most of every minute of every day!  

 

Our highlight of the week was a visit from Watch Commander Robin from Esher Fire Station on Monday 
afternoon. Robin and his team set up the streets of London with the amazing houses that we built. He then set 
fire to it and it all went up spectacularly, the fire was huge! Thankfully, Firefighter Alison came to our rescue 
wearing her protective clothes and put it all out safely. It was a very different experience to those had by the 
people in 1666. We then had an opportunity to ask the firefighters LOTS of questions back in class. The fire 
fighters joined us for tea and cake in the playground at playtime, which we found very exciting too! 

Thank you Green Watch for an amazing afternoon for both the children, and adults, in Year Two! 

 

The Year 2 Team 
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Forest School  

At Forest School we share the 

woodlands with our forest friends, 

the little people and now we have 

spotted friendly trolls! The children 

in Year 1 excitedly scoured the 

woods looking for clues of the little 

trolls, thinking about what they 

might actually look like and creating 

their own trolls using small, round 

pine cones from the pine tree as the 

heads and bodies, collecting tiny 

sticks, woolly moss, leaves and 

feathers to personalise the little 

figures. 

“Mine has yellow buttercup hair.” – 

Luca 

 

We went on to chat about where the 

trolls might be found, deciding that 

we might find them under bridges, 

quickly overcoming the small 

problem that there aren’t actually 

any bridges in our woodlands by 

building their own -  

“I banged this bit to push the Y stick 

into the ground.” – Fisher  

“We need a heavy stick to support 

the bridge.” – Aaron 

 

Our trolls are very lucky as our 

talented Year 1 children designed 

and constructed a whole Troll Theme 

Park for our new friends, including 

swimming pools and even water 

slides.  

 

 

Mrs Newman 
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Celebration Assembly  

Spontaneous  Group Hugs from Nursery were 

awarded to: 

Mrs Davies Duddy and Mr Akhurst (again) 

Certificates were awarded to:- Luca for Maths Investigation, Thomas for 

Forecasting the Weather, Adrian for Perseverance, Stanley for Respect, 

Eloise for Perseverance, Ivy for Perseverance, Eli for Resilience, Zane for 

Pride and James for Pride. 

Gold Star Certificates were awarded to 

Ivy, Nathan, Nehal, Felix, Alex A, Miles, 

Adrian and Jack. 

Congratulations to:- Nessy Award Winners Sam, Daniel 

L,  Daniel O, Aaron, Alex A, Luca, Henry and Alex A.   

Alexander A for  his Swimming Certificate, Manny for 

Football, Jean-Pierre for his Mud Kids Medal. 

Ethan, Dillon, Charles and Hugo all received Maths 

Certificates. 
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Love of Languages Coffee Morning... 

We were so delighted to see all the parents who 

attended our first Love of Languages Coffee morning.  

The food made by the children was very well received 

and we all had a fabulous time.  We look forward to 

another event soon. 

 

Mrs Jandu and Mrs Trier 

Lo

SPPA Raffle Prizes… 

 

Headmaster for a Day - Charlie, RNW 

Lunch at the Teachers’ Table -  Luca 1SS and Stanley 1JB 

Ring the School Bell for a Day -  Harry 2DM 

Be interviewed by Mrs Webb for your own column in the School Newsletter -  Eli, 2DM  

 

SPPA News... 
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Grandparents’ Tea... 

We were delighted to welcome so many of your 

families today... 
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Grandparents’ Tea Continued... 
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YEAR 1 Some cool photographs of our Year 2 children  

(and Mrs D-D)  just hanging out with Firefighters... 
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YEAR 1  And Finally, Some other lovely moments from our week ... 
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YEAR 1 

This Week’s Photo Bombs ... 


